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That's f. Now G is Conclusion regarding versions. And our conclusion regarding

the versions is that God has given us a useful tool in these translations of the

Bible from various languages. T4t-s--h It is sc a useful tool but far less useful

than the Hebrew Bible itself which he has caused to be oe so remarkably preserved

better than any other work from ancient times. The Hebrew Bible is not perfectly

preserved. And any verse when you take it by itself , I admit that the possibility

of error might have come in . But you take two verses of which you have no evidence

from the versions or g from the Hebrew manuscript that we have of an error having

crept in , and I say that the HebRrew h been so marvelously wells copied and preserved

that the chances or error are in both &rree-verses without any of it is very,'

very flat, so the Hebrew Bible is so tremendously valuable that why- I can't advise

people to spend a great deal of time studying versions c if thereby they don' sd spend

so xncbK much tire as they might on the Hebrew Bible. I do think that anybody k

" who has learned Greek for the New Testatment can get a good deal of help from

the L)QC without going into it without any tremendous expeKnse, and anybodywho

has studied Latin and knows c Latin can get a great deal of value from the Vulate,

but the Hebrew Bible itself has muchyet to be learned from, the study of its forms

the study of its vocabulatry , the study of the mastery of the .... so far beyond what

has been done with44'-t- this that the versim s are very definite , and yet if we

have a particular verse, a particular problem, a particular doctrine in which three

or four verses could of tremendous importante, then we can be a1 able to study

these through the iee- versions, and know something about them, and of the

very great value.. .andEi even if we know just a little Latin, and a little Greek

youcan learn with the sotees-ef-- uses of concordances and dictionaries to get

great value from the verses , and in doing so it-- you should learn a little bit
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